UF receives authorization to raise dorm rates

By KAREN MEYER
Alligator Staff Writer

The Board of Regents authorized Monday an increase in UF's housing rates if the UF administration deems it necessary.

UF originally requested an increase from $5 to $20 a quarter for residence halls and from $5 to $12.50 a month for married housing units to help meet rising electricity and utilities costs.

UF STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT Steve Meryday and Director of Consumer Affairs Dan Lobeck suggested the increases might not be necessary and other alternatives should be explored.

Reducing "certain services not integral to dorms would cover the expenses," Meryday said.

He and Lobeck suggested the mandatory linen service provided for dormitory residents could be eliminated at a savings of from $80,000 to $100,000 and that the number of resident assistants be reduced.

UF DIRECTOR OF HOUSING James Hennessy said "there is no way" housing can manage without rental increases as the current fiscal situation stands.

"But we're going to wait," he added.

"Things can change either way."

Single student housing would increase about $20 a quarter for air-conditioned spaces, and $10 a quarter for non-air conditioned spaces, Hennessy said.

MARRIED STUDENTS WOULD BE paying about $5 a month more, he said, with special adjustments for McGuire Village residents.

The proposed hikes amount to "about an 8 per cent increase across the board," Hennessy said.

The increases, to be effective July 1 for married housing and fall quarter 1975 for dormitories, can wait right up to billing to be effected, Hennessy said.

UF PRESIDENT Robert O. Marston said he would like to "look at the range of services provided and see if there are ways to serve the students better and at the same time do it in the most economical way."

"I am interested in asking questions beyond resident assistants and washing linen," Marston said.

THE ONLY POSSIBILITY is the linen service, Hennessy said, adding it would cost the students more to do it themselves.

Sheets and towels laundered weekly are provided for $11.25 a quarter, Hennessy said, at a cost of about 12 cents a pound.

To have them laundered elsewhere would cost students about 30 cents a pound, Hennessy said.

Lobeck requested the regents wait until March before granting UF the authority to increase rates.

The regents instead amended the authorization to include the stipulation that increases would be effected if the UF administration determined it necessary after examining all possibilities.
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Regents slash budget by $78 million

By TOM SHRODER
Alligator Staff Writer

The Board of Regents Monday approved a strategy to cut $78 million from next year's State University System (SUS) budget.

The reduction plan was in response to a request by Gov. Reubin Askew to reduce the 1975-1976 SUS budget to the 1974-1975 level.

THE 11-POINT PLAN included proposals to:

- Eliminate faculty and staff salary increases totalling $30.7 million.
- Eliminate $14 million budgeted to offset added costs due to inflation.
- Reduce faculty positions by five per cent resulting in a class-size increase averaging five per cent or about 30 students per class.
- Eliminate $11 million budgeted to offset faculty workload increases.
- Eliminate all new programs except the solar energy center and the Equal Employment Opportunity Plan.
- Eliminate increased equipment purchases for current personnel.
- The regents also recommended $8 million budgeted for operating capital be transferred to help pay for inflated utility costs.
- SUS Chancellor Robert Mautz will present the regents proposals to Lt. Gov. Jim Williams Wednesday.

ALTHOUGH the regents-approved plan can reduce the SUS budget to this year's level, state revenue for 1975-1976 is expected to be five per cent below 1974-1975 appropriations.

Regent Marshall Harris estimated the university system will have to cut an additional $16 million from next year's budget.

Harris' estimate is correct, the amended SUS budget for next year will be $94 million below the original amount requested by the regents.

HARRIS SAID he saw three possibilities for accommodating further cuts in state appropriations for the nine state universities, larger classes and fewer class offerings, increased tuition, or fewer students.

"All three alternatives are unpopular, but one of them or some combination of all three will have to be the result of diminishing resources," Harris said.

Since the regents rejected a plan to eliminate freshmen at two universities, Harris said raising tuition or restricting class offerings and further enlarging class-size were the only alternatives.

The regents will consider proposals for a tuition hike at a March 3 meeting in Tallahassee.

In other action, the regents officially approved SUS plans for achieving a 3.3 per cent reduction in this year's operating budget.

Mautz said the budget cuts can be accomplished without layoffs of state employees as previously feared.

The 3.3 PER CENT reduction was applied evenly to all budgetary units, Mautz said.

A recent allocation of university system emergency savings giving UF $730,000, or 73

(See 'Budget,' page four)

MARSHALL HARRIS ... estimates more cuts

Cheating inquiry spreads as more students confess

By STUART EMMRICH and
DEBBIE BERT
Alligator Staff Writers

Honor Court proceedings in the College of Business Administration cheating investigation continue today, with several more students added to the list of confessors and a tight cloak of secrecy surrounding the Honor Court.

Honor Court Atty. Gen. Paul Marmish said Monday his office was still taking confessions, but declined to say how many he expected.

Marmish said no summary hearings were scheduled Monday for students who have been implicated in the alleged widespread cheating on business college final exams fall quarter. He added that some would probably be held later this week.

Robert Harris, Honor Court chancellor.

confirmed that no hearings or trials were held Monday, but refused to comment on when the next ones would be.

THE FIRST UF student convicted of cheating on the business college exams was given three quarters suspension from UF by the Honor Court Friday.

The recommendation now goes to the Office of Student Services for action. Rob Denson, UF director of student conduct, said he had not received the recommendation in the mail yet, but added he expected it to come today.

MOST OF THE Honor Court operations involving the cheating investigation has moved from the main Honor Court office to an office in the activities center on the third floor of the J. Wayne Reitz Union.

Marmish said the move was made for

(See 'Cheating,' page four)
Ford budget is in Congress

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Ford sent Congress Monday a $349 billion budget of "honest self denial" which calls for the biggest deficit in peacetime history and predicts rising unemployment and inflation in 1975 and 1976.

The forecasts were the bleakest the administration has issued.

"My God," said Rep. Sam Gibbons, D-Fla. "It must mean that he is going to be a two-year President."

Ford forecast greater economic stagnation this year than last, with national output dipping by 3.3 per cent when increases due to inflation are left out. Last year's drop in the gross national product was 2.2 per cent.

The budget calls for a $51.9 billion deficit and outlays of $349.4 billion in fiscal 1976, which starts next July.

This is an increase of only 11 per cent — barely keeping pace with inflation — of the $313.4 billion the government is spending this year.

"The budget being submitted here today is a compassionate one," Ford said in remarks he delivered as he signed the budget message and sent it to Congress.

Ford asked approval for an $17 billion in cutbacks and said the deficits for the current and next fiscal years would top $100 billion if Congress did not comply.

Syria seeks peace talk

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko Monday secured Syria's blessing for an immediate resumption of the Geneva Arab-Israeli conference as "the only guaranteed way" to last peace in the Middle East.

Gromyko then flew to Egypt which wants to give American step-by-step peace efforts time to succeed before returning to Geneva.

A commune on Gromyko's talks with Syrian President Hafez Assad called for the Geneva conference to meet before the end of February or early March and a full Soviet role in all phases of Middle East peackmaking.

Overseas food aid boosted $622 million

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Ford has approved a $622 million boost in overseas food aid which will raise shipments by more than 2 million tons, officials said Monday.

The long-expected increase comes just as inflation is rising in the current fiscal year which ends June 30. It was disclosed in figures made public simultaneously with Ford's budget for the fiscal year beginning July 1.

Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Butz said the additional food aid confirms U.S. intentions of supplying needy nations and can be shipped without driving up retail prices for Americans.

"There has been some easing of wheat supplies," Butz said in a statement, "and we should be able to take care of additional food programs without any threat to domestic supplies."

Newspapers closed

SAIGON (UPI) — The Vietnamese Communist press shut down five newspapers Monday and announced the jailing of at least 15 publishers and newsmen it described as "underground Communist cadres."

The five papers were among nine Vietnamese-language dailies which had their Monday editions confiscated for publishing a "political indictment" of Thieu issued by an opposition activist, the Rev. Ran Jus Than.

The Viet Cong Government frequently confiscated editions of various papers in the past, but this was the first time in the president's eight years in office it revoked any licenses.

Ford pushes Viet aid

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Ford proposed today that Congress send a delegation to South Vietnam to judge for itself whether additional American aid is needed.

Assistant Senate Democratic Leader Robert C. Byrd reported Ford's proposal after a White House meeting between the President and Congressional leaders from both parties.

Byrd said Ford "apparently feels that if that step were taken it might persuade Congress" to approve the $300 million in additional aid Ford has proposed.

Byrd said there was no immediate agreement on whether to adopt Ford's suggestion but he said resistance to further aid remained strong.

Democrats act with dismay

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Congressional Democrats expressed dismay Monday over the size of President Ford's projected budget deficit and the size of his proposed cutbacks in programs which benefit people.

They said the defense budget was the only one showing real growth in Ford's proposals — and even conservative Democrats predicted the increase in defense spending would be cut back substantially.

Rep. Morris K. Udall, D-Ariz. said the budget was "a bloated, saddening document replete with monominally misplaced priorities reflecting a sorry insensitivity to the needy, the elderly, the disadvantaged."

The Democrats called Ford callous to the effect inflation and recession were having on people.
Regents lift freeze, tuition hike due

By KAREN MEYER
Alligator Staff Writer

The Board of Regents voted Monday to lift the freeze on freshman admissions statewide, contrary to its finance committee recommendation last month.

The Regents also voted to give no further consideration to a proposal eliminating freshmen and sophomores at the University of South Florida and Florida Technological University, making a tuition hike a certainty for reducing the budget.

THE FREEZE that halted admissions to Florida's nine state universities early January was recommended to be partially lifted by the regents' finance committee Jan. 23. The three-member committee at that time suggested a moratorium remain on entering freshmen until a decision can be made at the March 3 board meeting.

All enrollment applications will now be accepted for spring quarter and beyond.

REGENCY MARRIACH HARRIS said the board's action effectively eliminated any possibility of cutting back freshmen enrollment at the regents next meeting in March.

Lifting the admissions moratorium statewide leaves only two equally "unpopular" alternatives: Harris said, increasing tuition fees, or increasing the student-teacher ratio.

"At what point do you reduce the quality of education if you keep adding numbers but no new dollars?" asked Harris.

THE FINANCE COMMITTEE proposal to study the possibility of eliminating lower division at FTU and USF stirred a controversy that packed some 250 people into the board's regular meeting.

The move would save approximately $1,300 per student, with a total budget reduction of $6 million, said Gingrasville regent Jack McGriff.

Gainesville regent Jack McGriff cautioned the regents that four of Florida's nine state universities already have no lower divisions.

"THE BOARD OF REGENTS has always said there should be five four-year comprehensive universities in the state," said McGriff.

They should not be concentrated in the north, but spread across the state, he added.

State University System Chancellor Robert Mautz said a tuition increase is a certainty, but how much "is going to be hotly debated," he said.

Mautz also said they are not going to be able to "wean" some of the low costs out of the system.

"AT LEAST a 50 cent per credit hour fee increase is necessary to compensate for students taking fewer hours with the new per credit hour tuition Mautz said.

Other alternatives suggested for exploration were:

- Shifting some Activity and Service Fee funds into matriculation funds or entrance fees, which met with objections from the state Council of Student Body Presidents.
- Having the student bear part of the cost of his education, to be accomplished over an extended period of time.
- Increasing tuition by 10 percent for each graduate and undergraduate students.

The tuition issue was placed on the register for public notice as being considered prior to any decision to be made in March, in accordance with the Administrative Procedures Act.

REDUCING the number of out-of-state fee waivers was another possibility, Mautz said.

With the change of legal age, students 18 years of age or older can live in Florida one year while in school and become residents.

Out-of-state fees have dropped $5.5 million to $4.5 million, with the number of waivers remaining the same, Mautz said.

UF cannot assure jobs for fired grant holders

By JANET PARK
Alligator Staff Writer

Three professors and a design engineer from the UF Department of Speech who received notices of termination last week cannot be guaranteed a faculty position next year, according to Dr. C.A. VanderWerf, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.

Dr. Stephen Feimistein, Dr. Howard Rothman, Dr. William Brown and Wayne Harrington were notified by VanderWerf their contracts would be terminated as of August 31, 1975, with another year's contract possible.

The four are under contract to UF until Aug. 31, 1975, but the Board of Regents operating policy stipulates they cannot be terminated without a year's notice.

THEY ARE PAID by research grants and not from state funds, but if those grants end before August, 1976, UF must find state-funded faculty positions for them.

VanderWerf said he is "absolutely unable to guarantee" that faculty positions will be found for the three professors.

The design engineer is classified as an administrative and professional employee, according to Dr. Robert Bryan, interim vice president for academic affairs.

Bryan said Monday UF is obligated to pay these persons even if their federal grant money runs out before August, 1976.

STATE LINES (open positions with money in the budget for salaries) must be found. We will find them piecemeal if we have to, from people who have gone on sabbatical or are on leave," Bryan said.

Under Board of Regents operating policy, a year's notice of termination is required if the employee has been at UF more than two years.

Feinstein, Rothman and Harrington said they all have been at UF for more than the two-year requirement. Brown refused to comment.

Feinstein and Rothman have non-teaching positions and are employed at UF as assistant professors. Their work includes research and some supervision of graduate students, they said.

BROWN IS also an assistant professor but he refused comment on his duties.

Harrington is an associate in systems design. He designs complex equipment for the Communications Science Lab. This equipment, which Harrington makes cheaply from U.S. government surplus parts, is one of the main reasons why the National Institute of Health's sight inspection teams give UF high ratings.

The health institute is a principal source of the lab's grant mision.

The lab is run completely on grant money. UF pays for only the local phone service and the offices, located in the basement of the Arts and Science Building.

No explanation was given in the letter of termination from VanderWerf, under the regents operating policy, the four are entitled to write to ask the reasons they were terminated.

Three of the four said they writing their letters Monday. Brown, the fourth one terminated, refused to comment on any aspect of the situation.

Irish essay contest opens

For the first year the third annual Stephen O'Connor Irish Studies Award will only be open to graduate students.

The $100 award is awarded once a year for an outstanding essay written about any aspect of Irish culture.

The essay should be 15 typed pages in the Modern Language Association Style. They should be taken in Little Hall room 431 or 338 by February 28.
By JANET TAYLOR
Alligator Staff Writer

After two months of waiting, the En-
vironmental Action Group (EAG) this week will get the truck that will be used to haul glass in their recycling program.

EAG Director David Streit said, "I thought we would have it two months ago, but the last I heard was we would have it by the end of this week."

STREIT EXPLAINED that the purchase of the truck had been tied up in paperwork because it had to clear through Student Government, UF, the city of Gainesville and the state of Florida.

Before the truck is used, EAG plans to partition it into three or four sections to separate different colors of glass.

Streit said they have asked Elam P. Pat-
Ison, assistant professor in the College of Mechanical Engineering, to assist them in the partitioning.

PATTERSON SAID he could not give an exact cost for the renovation because he had seen the truck only once, but he estimated the work will cost "a couple of hundred dollars." Patterson said the actual work will be done by the mechanical research laboratory.

Streit said the cost for the renovation will probably be covered by taking out a loan from SG and paying it back within 12 months.

STREIT IS HOPEFUL that the truck will be in operation the last week of February.

The proposed pickup system would have the truck picking up glass on campus on weekdays and in different parts of Gainesville on the weekends.

The capacity of the new truck will be about six tons. EAG could only carry about four tons of glass when they used the 55-gallon barrels loaded on a rented truck to transport the glass.

EAG RECEIVES $20 for each ton of glass they take to Jacksonville. With the new truck, they will be making $120, an increase of $40 over the old system.

Streit also pointed out that they would no longer have to pay rent on the old truck.

Budget

(from page one)

per cent of the total, was also approved over the objection of Florida State University President Stanley Marshall.

FSU received nothing in the emergency allocation.

"FSU WILL SUFFER very severe hard-
ships as a result of the cutbacks. I am sure more severe than the other universities in the system," Marshall said.

However, SUS Vice Chancellor Ken Bournell said FSU was the only university to receive more than 100 percent of its funding needs before the most recent allocation.

UF only received 98.2 percent of what it earned on the basis of enrollment figures.

EVEN WITH the $730,000 emergency reallocation, UF is still funded at a smaller per cent of need than FSU, Bournell said.

Regent Chester Ferguson said, "UF is not receiving any favorable treatment.

Julius Parker, a regent from Tallahassee, questioned the fairness of UF's large reallocation. He expressed "hurt" violation of a regent-imposed 2,900 freshmen enrollment limit.

Mautz said the 600 extra freshmen had never been counted in any funding considerations.

Neither would the extra students be counted next year as sophomores. Mautz said.

activity money, decided to transfer $2,000 from their $175,000 surplus into Student Government's special request fund for the Honor Court to use in hiring the secretaries for two months.

THE PROPOSAL passed over the ob-
jection of committee member Sue Cline, who questioned the legality of the Honor Court's closed hearings.

"What about the rights of the students who didn't cheat and received lower grades," she asked. "They won't find out anything from a closed hearing other than that they've been screwed over again."

She said the committee should use their power to withhold money and "ask the Honor Court to open the hearings to insure that due process is observed."

Other committee members argued, however, that the Board of Regents insist on keeping the names of those involved confidential and that any violations would result in an overturning of possible convictions.
FLYING FLORIDA PLAYERS
Kim Williams and Leticia Jaramillo portray Petruccio and Kate, lead of "Shrew"
photo by ol weihburg

"The Night Porter" tangled in 'Tango'

RICHARD BURKHOLDER
Alligator Staff Writer

It is to "The Night Porter," a great disappointment to its admirers and a formidable challenge to its advocates, that we turn our attention this week. The performance of the Florida Players, under the direction of Richard U. Green, is to be generously praised for its technical excellence, but the quality of its dramatic realization is rather obscure.

The evening provides an opportunity for the audience to become acquainted with the talents of the cast and to reflect upon the operatic elements of the production. The music, composed by Georges Delerue, is an important part of the performance, and the actors' ability to adapt to the changing moods of the music is commendable.

The lighting and staging are well executed, and the setting is appropriately evocative. However, the characters are not fully realized, and the central themes of the play are not sufficiently developed. The actors are impressive, but their performances are not always convincing.

The production is a disappointment, and it is difficult to recommend it to the general public. The play is not for everyone, and it is likely that many will find it boring or uninteresting. However, for those who are interested in opera, it may be worth attending. The Florida Players are a talented group, and their efforts should be appreciated.

Don Cooper at B&B

Don Cooper, an extraordinarily fine folk singer, will be at the Beef and Bottle tonight through Saturday. For free! Cooper is known in the folk circles for his vivid lyrical focus. This should be really good.
Brotherhood

Honor Court Chancellor Robert Harris is an alumnus of Tau Epsilon Phi (TEP) fraternity. And thus, through the mist of secrecy surrounding it, can be seen some clue to the form justice could take in the Honor Court's investigation of alleged cheating in the UF College of Business Administration.

At least nine members of TEP were among the 30 students initially subpoenaed by the Honor Court in its investigation.

And for what it's worth, we pass on what Chancellor Harris told us yesterday:

"I can tell you that I will be sitting in the cases of some TEPs."

Harris was one of the judges sitting in the case last Friday of the first UF student convicted in the cheating scandal. The court recommended to the Student Conduct Committee the student be suspended from school for three quarters.

Asked whether the student convicted Friday was a member of TEP, Harris declined comment.

We think it improper for Harris to sit in judgment of students who are brothers in his old fraternity.

But the real point, of course, is that as long as the trials are closed to the public, we will never know if Harris is sitting in cases he shouldn't be because of conflict of interest.

There's always hope that some of the students charged will demand an open trial, which is guaranteed under the Student Body Constitution. Until then, is there still time to pledge TEP?

Injustice

In what has to be a classic example of mass-condemnation, U.S. Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Casper Wineberger did a needlessly abusive of the system.

"We are appalled by the situation which we find it hard to believe that the Federal Food Stamp program is being 'substantially' abused by college students when he said the Federal Food Stamp program is being 'substantially' abused by college students yesterday.

"For example: Sallie, a friend of mine, and her two-year-old daughter Joan accompanied me to a restaurant one night.

"After we ordered, the waitress brought a high chair for Joan. When Sallie attempted to install her in the chair, Joan released an ungodly shriek that penetrated every corner of the restaurant. Everyone in the restaurant turned and stared at the woman as she tried to pacify her child."

"Then, Joan, please don't be so upset."

"At this point, what were our options? To get up and leave without eating dinner? To take Joan out of the high chair, thus showing her she could get her way anytime by raising a fuss? To sit there and ignore her, hoping she would quiet down eventually?"

"We chose the third option, since we were starving. We were rewarded with fifteen minutes of tears and bawling shrieks from Joan, accompanied with stares and whispers of disapproval from the waitresses and other customers."

"No doubt many of these people thought, "What a rotten mother! If she can't control her kid, she should stay home!"

"PROBLEMS like this begin not with the mother or the children, but with the treatment society gives them. It seems unfair to exclude someone from eating in a restaurant, or going to the store, or leaving the house at all simply because she is caring for a child."

"During World War Two, department stores had nursery areas with attendants. Mothers could shop without being distracted by the kids or — having to pay for a babysitter."

You're shopping in a department store. You notice a casey, a woman with two children, one of whom tries to grab something. The mother slaps his hand.

"THE BOY bursts into hysterical tears and the mother yells, "Shut up!"

"How would you react to this? Would you think, "What a terrible mother," and feel sorry for the kids? That was always my reaction. But my outlook has changed quite a bit since I've started spending time with children."

"Here's an example: Sallie, a friend of mine, and her two-year-old daughter Joan accompanied me to a restaurant one night.

"After we ordered, the waitress brought a high chair for Joan. When Sallie attempted to install her in the chair, Joan released an ungodly shriek that penetrated every corner of the restaurant. Everyone in the restaurant turned and stared at the woman as she tried to pacify her child."

""JOAN, please don't be so upset."

"At this point, what were our options? To get up and leave without eating dinner? To take Joan out of the high chair, thus showing her she could get her way anytime by raising a fuss? To sit there and ignore her, hoping she would quiet down eventually?"

"We chose the third option, since we were starving. We were rewarded with fifteen minutes of tears and bawling shrieks from Joan, accompanied with stares and whispers of disapproval from the waitresses and other customers."

"No doubt many of these people thought, "What a rotten mother! If she can't control her kid, she should stay home!"

"PROBLEMS like this begin not with the mother or the children, but with the treatment society gives them. It seems unfair to exclude someone from eating in a restaurant, or going to the store, or leaving the house at all simply because she is caring for a child."

"During World War Two, department stores had nursery areas with attendants. Mothers could shop without being distracted by the kids or — having to pay for a babysitter."

In what has to be a classic example of mass-condemnation, U.S. Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Casper Wineberger did a needlessly abusive of the system.

"We are appalled by the situation which we find it hard to believe that the Federal Food Stamp program is being 'substantially' abused by college students when he said the Federal Food Stamp program is being 'substantially' abused by college students yesterday.

"For example: Sallie, a friend of mine, and her two-year-old daughter Joan accompanied me to a restaurant one night.

"After we ordered, the waitress brought a high chair for Joan. When Sallie attempted to install her in the chair, Joan released an ungodly shriek that penetrated every corner of the restaurant. Everyone in the restaurant turned and stared at the woman as she tried to pacify her child."

"Then, Joan, please don't be so upset."

"At this point, what were our options? To get up and leave without eating dinner? To take Joan out of the high chair, thus showing her she could get her way anytime by raising a fuss? To sit there and ignore her, hoping she would quiet down eventually?"

"We chose the third option, since we were starving. We were rewarded with fifteen minutes of tears and bawling shrieks from Joan, accompanied with stares and whispers of disapproval from the waitresses and other customers."

"No doubt many of these people thought, "What a rotten mother! If she can't control her kid, she should stay home!"

"PROBLEMS like this begin not with the mother or the children, but with the treatment society gives them. It seems unfair to exclude someone from eating in a restaurant, or going to the store, or leaving the house at all simply because she is caring for a child."

"During World War Two, department stores had nursery areas with attendants. Mothers could shop without being distracted by the kids or — having to pay for a babysitter."

Janis Mara

Why not have them today?

ANOTHER unfair expectation is that mothers must take sole responsibility for the children. For instance: I saw a tall, strapping man walking with a woman the other day. She carried an infant, a large shoulder purse, and a diaper box. He carried nothing.

Of course, this drew no disapproving stares from passersby. If the situation were reversed, the man would probably receive smiles of approval; the woman might receive puzzled looks.

It would be far more constructive if fathers were encouraged to participate in parenthood. After all, children need fathers as well as mothers. And it's unfair to put the entire burden on the woman's shoulders.

MOTHERS are constantly expected to perform according to others' expectations, and criticized if they do not. A friend of mine was babysitting a two-year-old and brought her to class.

As Sallie, Joan's mother, describes it: "Society says you must control your children. When you're in public and they begin to fuss, you're afraid they'll throw a fit and you won't be able to control them. The children sense this and manipulate it. They demand things, knowing you'll give in out of fear."

RETURNING to the scene in the restaurant: It's true the other diners were disturbed by Joan's screaming. But what did they accomplish by their angry stares? They certainly didn't bush the child. Why penalize the mother for something she obviously can't prevent?

People keep putting a trip over on mothers. They're a little nicer to a father — "After all, what's a man to do with a child?" But if you're the kid's mother it's "Do something!"

In Sallie's words: "Both the parents are human beings with a small human being to deal with. Because one is 'the weaker sex,' she is supposed to be superhuman."
Marston making extraordinary commitment

Last week UF President Robert Q. Marston virtually guaranteed no UF personnel would be laid off and no commitments to graduate students would be broken. THAT IS an extraordinary commitment.

For the last few weeks a seemingly insoluble deficit of nearly $1 million in UF's general education (E&G) budget had been threatening the jobs of service personnel and the futures of graduate students.

The uncertainties of the situation were beginning to take a toll on the morale of the UF community.

Then Wednesday, in a dramatic public statement, Marston reported he had received the necessary power to assure job security and fulfill all educational responsibilities.

MARSTON said the university system granted him the power to transfer savings from the J. Hillis Miller Health Center and the Institute for Food and Agricultural Sciences (IFAS) to UF's troubled E&G budget.

Enough funds can be transferred to assure the elimination of the E&G deficit, Marston said.

The next day, Dr. Chandler A. Stetson, vice president for health affairs and the health center official closest to the budget negotiations expressed surprise at Marston's optimism.

"If we can help, we will," he said. "But I think it would be stretching it to say positively that IFAS and the health center can totally solve the problem."

IT IS difficult to believe Marston would make such a dramatic commitment unless he was absolutely certain he could make good on it.

On the other hand, it seems doubtful Stetson would purposely misrepresent his ability to help in a crisis situation. What does seem likely is that Stetson did not realize how far Marston is prepared to go into UF's two relatively healthy budgets.

This year IFAS and the health center must return to the state more than $2.3 million in unspent salary allocations. ONE TIME THAT amount is repaid E&G will receive sixty percent of its health center funds.

However Dr. Robert Mautz, Chancellor of the State University system, said last month he did not believe there would be further salary savings.

One who relies on sponging and space-changing to survive is hardly a completely independent person. Insomuch as there is a "discovery and identity", how much can one discover or identify with at the bottom of a dumpster? I will agree that their lifestyle is movement, for when they get kicked out of practically every place they go, they have no choice but to move on.

I seriously doubt that Gainesville's street people story lends too much pomp, prestige

EDITOR: Jeff Cardenas' article on Gainesville's street people gives too much pomp and prestige to the scurril life. I find it difficult to give so much credit to individuals with such hypocritical philosophies. I marvel at their idea of "complete independence", for actually they are totally dependent upon others to fulfill their wants and needs.

One who relies on sponging and space-changing to survive is hardly a completely independent person. Insomuch as there is a "discovery and identity", how much can one discover or identify with at the bottom of a dumpster? I will agree that their lifestyle is movement, for when they get kicked out of practically every place they go, they have no choice but to move on.

I seriously doubt that Gainesville's street people story lends too much pomp, prestige.

A few corrections

EDITOR: While it may not seem by some standards very sensible for me to dispute what I consider to be statements made by a strong defender of the University Library, I think that it would be best for all concerned if some misinterpretations in Ms. Ella Kay Carl's letter, "Helping the library", were modified.

The objects to the "elimination of new book purchases, cancellation of magazine subscriptions, and decreasing hours of operation so drastically..." Let me comment.

On December 3rd we agreed with the Vice President to discontinue placing any new orders for books until July. This meant that approximately $62,000 out of $700,000 will not be spent.

No magazine subscriptions have been cancelled.

The hours of operation of the libraries have only been decreased by the elimination of Friday evening service, 7-10 p.m., in Engineering and AFA, which were very sparsely populated then anyway. This was partially necessitated by the fact that the library's budget did not increase our OPS funds, while we had to cope with another minimum-wage increase. At any rate, the library's OPS funds were not decreased, as many other units were.

It was suggested by a news article the other day that an additional $115,000 was being demanded from the University Library.

Unfortunately this sort of information can be misinterpreted and I think it was at this time. Actually, it was suggested by the Budget Committee who looked at the fiscal records and that this amount of money might possibly be cut from the library budget.

After our presentation of facts to the administration, the request was modified downward greatly because it was feared that the academic value of the library would indeed be decreased.

While any reduction in funds to the University Library certainly has an effect on present service and future collections, it is my opinion that these reductions in the library budget for this one year will not be disastrous. But it must not happen a second year!

G.A. Harter
Director of Libraries

The Independent Florida Alligator

Cheating not result of business ethics

EDITOR: In reply to "Cheating Reflects on Business Ethics." I disagree with Mr. Teusled's statement: "It is typical that this massive ring of cheating permeated the UF, occurred in any further salary cuts..."

Our society: (1) This "cheating ring" represents only a minority of business school students; (2) There are many who spend $5,300 on supplies and are barely surviving; (3) Your perception of "business ethics" is contradictory to our goals.

May I suggest that students call attention and urge the faculty to take more security measures? In addition, we may also be more alert in reference to their pragmatic arguments which are unfortunately less true for the better students.

G. E. Sardo
Assistant News Editor
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Mass Seating Facility Ideas Sought

Committee Proposes 3 Buildings; Four Sites Being Considered

1. A coliseum seating 14,000 spectators and including a basketball court; an indoor banded track or provisions for one; intramural facilities; offices, classrooms, laboratories and other related facilities for the College of Physical Education, Health and Recreation, and provisions for seating and physical arrangements suitable to building's use for convocations, assemblies, popular music concerts, speeches, etc. The building would also contain dressing rooms for both men and women and for visiting teams and office and other support space for the basketball staff.

2. A theater for the performing arts that would be acoustically and esthetically suitable for both oral and instrumental presentations and would seat 2,400 patrons.

3. A natatorium to provide for the instructional, recreational and athletic needs of the student body. The pool would be equipped with a separate diving tank. The building should be capable of seating up to 2,000 spectators and include office facilities for swimming coaches and dressing facilities for both men's and women's swimming staff.

Dr. Marston explained that the University does not plan on a "highly visible campaign" for the mass seating facility. He pointed out, however, that there has been "nothing of the type of solicitation of student body, alumni, the Board of Regents, the Legislature as a whole and members of local legislative delegation in particular."

Dr. Marston also said that there has been considerable discussion between Dr. Robert P. Hartley and Governor McMillan relative to the state legislature's desire to bolster the economy through construction and that "something in the future this need (a mass seating facility) will be met."

Because of these reasons, Dr. Marston said, "There is a need to move fairly rapidly. We must work toward a University-wide position on program and location and take a decision in the near future." He requested that large numbers express themselves.

The committee report contained four possible locations being considered by the Division of Planning and Analysis:

1. A facility located for the same reasons as Fleming Field, in addition to it being desirable because it is heavily used for other purposes such as football practice, student parking, and renovation or expansion of athletic facilities and proximity to University Avenue may cause traffic problems.

2. Drill Field — Said to be desirable for the same reasons as Fleming Field, in addition to it being desirable because it is heavily used for other purposes such as football practice, student parking, and renovation or expansion of athletic facilities and proximity to University Avenue may cause traffic problems.

3. South of Drill Field, including space now occupied by Van Fleet Hall — Desirable for the same reasons as Fleming Field, but undesirable because of the necessity to remove existing facilities.

4. Site of Flower Hall — Now being vacated — Desirable because of adequate size but undesirable because of remote- ness from other facilities, parking and main campus; poor site topography for large facility; building services extension costs would be higher.

The committee also pointed out that the Division of Continuing Education has need for a facility in this area, but except for large plenary sessions that could be accommodated in the coliseum type structure, the Division's needs would be better met by construction of a separate building.

The committee also pointed out the community's need for exhibition hall space for house conventions, trade shows and community and religious uses.

A total cost of up to $20 million was estimated for the new facilities with the methods of financing. The Legislature has included in its capital outlay ask for funds for each of the nine state universities.

In addition to Chairperson Finger, other members serving on the committee were: Dr. L. J. Blass, Dr. G. W. Foster, Dr. L. O. H. Hawkes, Dr. R. B. Mayo, E. E. Maskin, and Dr. R. E. M. Wempe.

The University of Florida is an Equal Employment Opportunity Institution.
Women's Year Proclaimed By UF Senate

International Women's Year (1975) has been declared by adoption of a resolution by the UF Senate.

The resolution states in part, "Women throughout the world are making great progress in alleviating discrimination against their sex and, yet, face an arduous struggle to dismantle barriers in employment, housing, credit, and a wide range of other social and legal issues.

"The leaders of the women's movement, battling those who still embrace the outdated concept of the role of women in national and international life, have organized groups to accelerate the drive toward full and equal rights and will not yield until these rights are won in fact as well as in law.

"Women at the University of Florida have striven to achieve full and equal rights for women in Gainesville."

ACCENT Seeking Student Workers

ACCENT, UF's event-planning organization, is taking student applications for spring quarter participation in Room 306 of the J. Wayne Reitz Union.

ACCENT will have a complete change-over in personnel at the end of this quarter. Student volunteers should apply before February 17 for jobs in areas of publicity, speakers or personnel.

Nobel Winner To Speak Here As Two Series Combine Forces

This Week On Campus

Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.

The lecture is part of two lecture series: "Mobilization of Mind and Matter for Tomorrow's World," which the Graduate School presents with a grant from the Alumni Association, and "Frontiers of Science," which is presented by the Department of Physics and Astronomy and College of Arts and Sciences with a grant from the National Science Foundation.

Bassoon Recital

John Kitts, Music Department faculty member, will present a bassoon recital at 8:15 p.m. tonight in the Reitz Union Ballroom. He will be accompanied by Harp-cord, strings and horns.

Advertising - PR Days

Advertising and Public Relations Days will be held from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. today and 9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Reitz Union Auditorium. Well-known professionals will explain their businesses, 1975-style, to students in related fields.

Guest speakers will include Ramon G. Gaulke, vice president and general manager of Marriott Inc. advertising agency in New York, and William F. Noonan, vice president and general manager of Burson-Marsteller public relations agency.

Political Theatre

Mark Amitin, coordinator of the Universal Theatre Movement in New York, will speak on "Political Theatre" at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in McCrory Hall Auditorium. He also will conduct a high-level debate with a contending class for the Department of Theatre.

Games Tournament

A three-day Intercollegiate Games Tournament at Reitz Union begins at 1:30 p.m. Thursday. Competitors from more than 30 colleges in Florida, Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi will test their skills in chess (Rooms 340 and 341), bridge (Rooms 361, 362 and 363), a mobile bowling lane, three-car billiards, three-card billiards and bowling (games area).

Winners of the events of the Association of College Unions International tournament will be eligible to compete in similar events in the future.

Valides Lecture

The Cuban Student Federation will sponsor a lecture by author-educator Nelson Valdes at 7:30 p.m. Friday in Roen High Arts Building. He is professor of Clinical Medicine at the University of Havana, Havana, Cuba.

Dr. Valdes will speak on "People's Power in Cuba."

Architecture Exhibit

Undergraduate and graduate architecture students will exhibit structural models, graphics, photographs, videotapes and architectural projects from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday in Reitz Union, Room II and Architecture and Fine Arts Building C.

The exhibit is underwritten by the College of Architecture and Fine Arts, the Bauhaus Club and AIA. Desert of Elements, and to the Finance Committee of the Student Council.

The Teacher of the Year will be honored at a dinner given in June, along with other Teachers of the Year selected from the various colleges on campus.

Events regarding this year's Arts and Sciences Teacher of the Year search may be directed to the Office of Personnel Relations, scheduling at 314-1250 or going to room 324A HUB.

Nobel Winner To Speak Here As Two Series Combine Forces

The Career Planning and Placement Center schedules employment interviews for companies recruiting on campus. Students should sign up for interviews at least one day in advance in Room G-22 of Reitz Union. Employers visiting campus Feb. 8-15 are listed below.


Next Tuesday-Chicago Bridge & Iron Co., Cooper's & Lybrand, Hewlett-Packard Co., St. Regis Paper Co., U.S.A.E. Waterways Experiment Station, and Westinghouse Electric Corp. will interview. Pratt & Procter will conclude their interviews.

500 Switch from UF Plan To State Health Insurance

Approximately 500 employees changed from the University of Florida Blue Cross Blue Shield insurance plan to the state plan before the no-medical-report deadline in November.

The leaves approximately 2,400 employees in the UF plan, says Mary Ann Green, fringe benefits director of the Office of Personnel Relations. Approximately 3,000 UF employees are now enrolled in the state plan.

The UF plan pays $11.50 bi-weekly, as of December 1 when an increase went into effect. The state plan costs $14.41 bi-weekly, with the state contributing an additional $4.94.

Mrs. Green said that the state plan offers additional benefits in the future.

Persons desiring to transfer to the state group must now fill out a medical report and have it approved. This can be accomplished by telephoning 392-1250 or going to room 324A HUB.

Arts, Sciences Seeks Teacher Of Year Nominees

The College of Arts and Sciences Student Council is beginning its search for the 1976-78 Teacher of the Year from that college.

Any student may nominate a faculty member within the College by filling out and submitting the proper forms. Sponsorship and information are available at 103 Anderson Hall. This week only, sponsorship packets will also be available at tables set up outside the main entrance to Anderson Hall.

No deadline has been set for nominations, but the Arts and Sciences Student Council hopes to reach a decision by the middle of Spring Quarter. Faculty are judged on written recommendations by students, letters of recommendation from others and observation of their performance in class by the Teacher Evaluation Committee of the Student Council.

The Teacher of the Year will be honored at a dinner given in June, along with other Teachers of the Year selected from the various colleges on campus.

Events regarding this year's Arts and Sciences Teacher of the Year search may be directed to the Office of Personnel Relations, scheduling at 314-1250 or going to room 324A HUB.

Dissertation Deadline

Monday February 10, is the deadline for first submission of dissertations and all related materials to the Thesis Section of the Graduate School in Room 386, Grisster Hall.

Tallahassee, Jax, Tampa Travel Pools Pushed

Faculty and staff who are traveling to and from Tallahassee and the Jacksonville and Tampa airports are reminded that the Office of Traffic and Parking keeps a travel log on others going to those areas.

Travelers going to those areas should contact Traffic and Parking at 253-2241 as soon as the date of a trip is known. In this way trips can be combined, saving fuel and funds.
Just in case you don’t know who your College Councils are and what they can do for you:

**JOURNALISM COUNCIL**
- Stadium 231 PH. 3776001
- Reed Womack President
- Alan Gengler Vice-President
- Shirley Sidwell Treasurer

Major Activities:
1. Student Lounge
2. Journalism Library
3. Teacher Evaluation

**AGRICULTURE COUNCIL**
- 1001 McCarty Hall PH. 377-8187
- Paul Landrum President
- Orlando Linni Vice-President
- Linda Lauekert Secretary
- Larry Israel Treasurer

Major Activities:
1. University Community Garden Project
2. Agriculture Fair
3. Publication of Aginsight-News Letter

**HEALTH RELATED PROFESSIONS COUNCIL**
- N-7 M.S.B. PH. 392-2821
- Mark Habib President
- Thomas Smith Vice-President
- Joanne Mahoney Treasurer
- Michelle Desjardins Secretary

Major Activities:
1. College Honors Convocation
2. Annual H.E.P. Open House
3. Advisory Board to Dean and Faculty Committees

**UNIVERSITY COLLEGE COUNCIL**
- Box 278 Little Hall PH. 392-1521
-Neal Marks President
-Randy Kofler Vice-President
-Steve Lloyd Secretary
-Sharon Milkos Corresponding Secretary

Major Activities:
1. Speaker Series
2. Peer Advisement
3. Career Day

**DENTISTRY COUNCIL**
- Box 163 M.S.B. PH. 379-9146
- Allan Kaplan Chairman
- Allan Kaplan Chairman
- Allan Kaplan Chairman

Major Activities:
1. Promotes Student Attendance At Professional Conventions
2. Helps Sponsor Medical Center Rotary Card File Book Exchange
3. Academic Advisory Board to Dean

**EDUCATION COUNCIL**
- 321 Norman Hall PH. 392-6389
-Jim Pouche President
-Betty Jo Hodge Vice-President
-Lewon Hawkins Secretary
-Jack Capps Treasurer

Major Activities:
1. Calculators Loan, Typewriters Loan, Dilto Service (321 RBM)
2. Student News Letter
3. Audio-Visual Supplies and Film Series

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION HEALTH AND RECREATION COUNCIL**
- Room 302 Florida Gym PH. 392-0564
-Richard Woges President
-James McCaffree Vice-President
-Lee Handsman Treasurer
-Susan Iverson Secretary

Major Activities:
1. Scholarship Convocation And Superstar Day
2. Sponsors Student Representatives To Annual Amateur State Convention
3. Student Academic Advisory Board to Dean

**ARTS AND SCIENCES COUNCIL**
- 103 Anderson Hall PH. 392-2154
-Reed Woges President
-Sheldon Zimpall Vice-President
-Candy Brown Treasurer
-Adrian Capps Secretary

Major Activities:
1. Peer Advisement 392-0787
2. Calculators Loan
3. Promotes Faculty Student Interaction Through Organized Program

**PHARMACY COUNCIL**
- Box 555 M.S.B. PH. 392-3401
-Russell W. Blauer President
-Joy Morrow Vice-President
-Carrie Stien Treasurer
-Toni Sawczak Secretary

Major Activities:
1. College of Pharmacy Curriculum Review Study
2. Professor of Year Award
3. Interaction- News Letter

**BENTON ENGINEERING COUNCIL**
- 216 Laser Hall PH. 377-8737
-Tony Perez-Picard President
-Nancy Miller Vice-President
-Paul Arnold Secretary
-Lee Mayhew Treasurer

Major Activities:
1. Beginner’s Fair
2. Funding of Technical and Professional Student Societies Activities
3. College Scholarship

**MEDICINE COUNCIL**
- Box 418 Medical Center PH. 392-3071
-Zevie Newmark President
-Ronald Fisher Vice-President

Major Activities:
1. Form for Medical Student Organizations
2. Promoted Medical Center Rotary File Book Exchange
3. Liaison Between Students and Faculty

Although the Board of College Councils is only six months old, it has become an effective agency in coordinating College Council activities. It has also begun to represent student interest by serving as an advisory board to various administrative officers on campus. Finally, in order to promote communication and cooperation with the university community in time of shrinking resources, the Board is actively seeking ways to represent students.

JIM FOUCHÉ, President
Board of College Councils

This ad sponsored by the Board of College Councils
NO. 1 THRIFT STORE FIGHT INFLATION
SEE OUR COLLECTION OF NEW AND USED FURNITURE, RECYCLED LOTHING, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES AND ANTIQUES - WE BUY AND SELL
104 S. MAIN
2 blocks off Univ. Ave. 372-9151

alligator coupons

Give your sweetheart a Hand Painted Valentine Gift & Love at least 50% by doing it yourself. (We'll help you)$2.00 off any purchase over $100 with this coupon. Card Good Feb. 3- Feb. 14, 1975

PLASTER GALLERY
Gainesville Shopping Center 373-2202

You can have a coupon ad on this page for $7.92 Call 376-4482

WITH THIS COUPON

ALL FLAVORS
DANNON YOGURT (4) for $1.00
LIMIT 12 PER CUSTOMER
GOOD FEB. 4-10TH OR AS LONG AS SUPPLY LASTS.

MOTHER EARTH BOTH LOCATIONS
604 NW 13th St. & Millhopper Shopping Center

10% OFF ALL PAINT JOBS & TUNE-UPS THIS WEEK AT
Joe's Paint & Body Shop
5526 Hawthorne Rd. 373-0362
We also offer low rates on body work, V6 mechanical repairs

Your own personalized Valentine's Day cards
composed and printed according to your design
$2 off regular price
Campus Communications
Call Peggy 376-4482

ARE YOU GOING TO NEED A RESUME?
LET US DO IT NOW AND GET 100 PERSONALIZED ENVELOPES FREE
with this COUPON
Renaissance Printing
1635 W. Univ. 373-4449

VALENTINE'S DAY SALE
with this coupon
10% OFF - ALL JEWELRY
20% OFF - ALL CLOTHING, WALL HANGINGS, & VASES
offer expires Feb. 15.

CATHY CORNER
377-8153
10-30-6:00 Daily
10-30-9:00 Fridays
2011 NW 63rd St.
Millhopper Shopping Center

VALENTINE'S DAY EDITION
Coming

SPECIAL VALENTINES MESSAGE PRINTED FRI. FEB. 14 IN THE CLASSIFIEDS

CALL 376-4446
WANTED

3 bedrooms on main floor
2 bedrooms on 2nd floor
Shed, fenced,
Garage, 1 car
Large, private,
Rent included, 1st month
3000
Legal

PERSONAL

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Fast descriptive
ligeagle secretary-technicians, resumes
by mail. Call Ray at 373-4079.

FREE TRIMMED SCISSORS. Class
Staining. Underwater Photography.
Julian Allan, 752-0519.

SPECIAL-TWICE A WEEK-
Your 8-track
car tape player
cleaned & lubricated.

SOUND DOCTORS
Behind Sound City
in front of Shoppe One
1251 NW 4th Ave.
377-8913

Sidney of Arizona
and New Mexico
 عليها וтекשת

dealters, Barbers, Beauty Shops.

NEED CASH!
UNIVERSITY PLAZA STORES
50% OFF CLEARANCE
CASH BUT NOT CHECKS

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer School
is sponsored by the UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA and
is located in the heart of Guadalajara.
Applications are now being accepted for the summer of 1973.
Call 777-4639 for information.

FREE!

5 oz.

February 4th

4-8 PM

At Pizza Inn
316 S.W. 16th Ave.
376-4692

Pizza Inn

Classified Mail-In

CLASSIFICATION:

for sale
for rent
real estate
help wanted
personals
autos
lost & found
service

BATS TO RUN:

1 day
2 days
3 days – 10 percent
5 days +

$2.95

The Aligator Classifieds

CLASSIFIED MAIL-IN

For the best advertising value, use a typed note.

庵

READER INFORMATION:

The Aligator Classifieds

To subscribe to our mailing list, call
376-8913

This form may be used to
place classified ads either in
the Florida Alligator or by
mail. A minimum charge is $1.25 for
3 days, for each additional
line, add 25 cents. Multiply the
number of words by the number of
days of the ad to run and subtract the
discount. The discount is applicable only for consecutive insertions.

THOSE ARE NO REFUNDS!

Acceptance of payment for advertising copy does
not constitute a binding agreement on
the part of the Florida Alligator to publish and sell copy.

Classified Aligator

P.O. Box 13044
Gainesville, FL 32601
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为了留下深刻印象，作者使用了比喻和夸张的手法，使读者能够感受到对美好事物的向往和追求。这种写作方式在现代广告和宣传中仍然非常流行。
Dolphins' Moore reflects on pros

By JEFF TUEDEEN
Alligator Sports Writer

Nat Moore, lounging sleepy-eyed in his Gainesville apartment one morning, spoke modestly of his success at snagging Bob Griese passes as a Miami Dolphin rookie.

Moore is back at UF, finishing up his B.A. degree in Physical Education. He'll graduate in June, in time to rest before joining the Dolphin camp for season No. 2.

SEASON No. 1 was a great one for Moore, though for Miami it ended short of the Super Bowl for the first time in four years. Himself caught 37 passes for 605 yards which placed him fourth in the American Football Conference in pass reception yardage. And this was after Nat spent his two seasons at UF in the Gator backfield.

"It was a season of luck and a couple of breaks that gave us a chance to show what I could do," Moore said.

THE BIGGEST of these was early in the season. Warfield and Briscoe went down with injuries, so Moore and Howard Twillie took over the two starting spots.

"It took a lot of pressure off, not having them in the lineup," Moore said.

Pressure or not, Moore was quite a receiver. Just three games into the season, Moore was awarded the game ball after his TD catch ignited Miami to a 21-point fourth quarter spurt against San Diego.

WHEN WARFIELD recovered, there was no doubt either Moore or Twillie would have to go down to second team.

"The coaches saw Howard to the bench and I started alongside Warfield. It gave me more confidence. I meant they thought I could do the job as a rookie," Moore said.

Even Dolphin veterans, the two veteran Miami receivers. Ones Paul Warfield, the other Marlin Briscoe. He says they are responsible for "90 per cent of the teaching I got last season.""They told me everything I needed to know," Moore said.

"It was a season of luck and a couple of breaks that gave us a chance to show what I could do," Moore said.

THE BIGGEST of these was early in the season. Warfield and Briscoe went down with injuries, so Moore and Howard Twillie took over the two starting spots. The coaches saw Howard to the bench and I started alongside Warfield. It gave me more confidence. I meant they thought I could do the job as a rookie," Moore said.

Even Dolphin veterans, the two veteran Miami receivers. Ones Paul Warfield, the other Marlin Briscoe. He says they are responsible for "90 per cent of the teaching I got last season.""They told me everything I needed to know," Moore said.

Moore chuckles now at a subject he says he never expected to bring up. The topic: his new job as a Miami Dolphins' draft pick.

"As a back, I was used to getting hit hard, to having people all over me," he said.

Moore roomed with Warfield on the road. "I was a natural to the line. Paul and Briscoe grew to be his closest friends.

"ON TOP OF ALL the help in practice, they would take me out and show me all the spots when we were on the road. I plan on going up to Ohio to visit Paul and his family in February," he says.

"I never thought I'd get a lot of phone calls from writers asking me how close I thought the vote would be between Don Woods and I. I never thought I'd get the award, but I guess I expected something," he said.

There's one thing, though, that he can expect for sure — plenty of playing time as a Miami Dolphin.

---

**Gators take Flagler**

By PAT McGrath
Alligator Sports Writer

Clear the path! Here comes former Bishop! UF's nationally ranked golf coach has again dug into his cap supply and surprised the world by recruiting a heretofore unknown chapman.

UF's women's basketball team took first place in the Flagler Invitational Sunday by defeating Miami-Dade Community College South 72-44.

Monday morning the Lady Gators had dealt FSU a 67-46 defeat to make it into the evening's championship round.

THE GATOR CAGERS had begun the three-day tournament Friday night winning over Miami-Dade North by a whopking 72-41. Saturday morning the women beat the University of Miami 58-45, but suffered their first and only loss from Flagler College 93-80 Saturday night.

Against FSU S-11 forward Center Sue Brownlee, Lady Gators with 19 points. And S-5 forward Suzi Brownlee scored 16 hitting 8 of 10 from the field. Teammate Val Bazzarte was in double figure with 10 points. Bazzarte hit 83 per cent from the floor.

In the Miami-Dade-South clincher, S-3 guard Bazarte had 13 points. Chambers had 12 and Brownlee, Kathy Wagner and Emma Garcey all scored 10. Brownlee was 71 per cent from the field.

The Gators were cold during the first half of the victory game with a halftime score of 42-14 Florida. The second half looked as if it would be more of the same until 5-5 forward Emma Greary started to score.

Brownlee, playing her second year with the Florida cagers, had been benched by a foot injury until Friday. The North Carolinian says Paul from the free throw line for the entire tournament.

Lady Gator Coach Paula Welch was speechless. She had been suffering from laryngitis since Friday, but no one could mistake the victory smile.

"It is absolutely terrific," Welch whispered, as she strained to add. "The women played so well and deserved the victory." The Lady Gators see action again next Saturday against the University of South Florida in Alligator Alley at 10 a.m.

---

**Bishop oversees course repairs**

By JEFF TUEDEEN
Alligator Sports Writer

Guard Bruce Caldwell sank two crucial foul shots with 15 seconds remaining in double overtime helping the Gators to a thrilling 107-104 victory over the Mississippi St. Bulldogs last Saturday.

Don Bostic put UF out in front 104-102 with 30 seconds to go before Caldwell made good on the one-and-one attempt and sealed the UF lead to four points.

The Bulldogs came back with a basket but a Mississippi St. technical foul which Caldwell capitalized on, led the Gator victory.

The game was hotly contested throughout and at the end of regulation, the Gators forced themselves in their second consecutive overtime.

Bullldog Rich Knarr hit a jumper at the buzzer to send the game into the first overtime period but after five minutes the score was tied once again at 94-94.

Mississippi St. forward Jerry Jenkins led all scorers with 37 points while Calvin posed the Gator with 26.

---

**INTRAMURALS**

Today is the deadline for signing up for Men's Dormitory Bowling, Law School Basketball, and Sorority Flag Football. Wednesday is sign-up deadline for Open League Basketball.

Open League is a separate independent league open to sons or former varsity players and those individuals who wish to compete in a higher competitive league. Contact the IM office. 229 Fl. Gym. 392-0281.

Gill Rodenm, president of the UF Rugby Club, said rugby practice will be changed from Norman Field to Lake Weir spring practicing today at 7 p.m.
Women in uproar but coverage is adequate

Okay, women, let us, as they say, put all of the cards on the table. Girls, you say that deep burning feeling inside you comes from the sports coverage women athletes have been getting. Well, let’s take a look at sports and its coverage.

There are two major factors which decide what will go into the paper, reader interest and space availability. Now, the sports department should not run a public relations campaign for anybody. The department should not be there to promote sports but rather to report.

Recently, after many years of play, the ABA tried to convince the television networks that it should have coverage. But the networks said interest was not great enough and until it was — thumbs down. Sports departments are not obligated to give anyone coverage. And this point is important to remember. The state might be obligated to make sure enough women get into law school and the nation might be obligated to make sure women have equal opportunity. But the newspaper’s only obligation is to the reader.

The second factor in printing news is the space you have available to print it in. There just isn’t always a lot of space. That pure white stuff around to lay print on. Daily, both men’s and women’s sport stories have to be cut to fit the page. When the sports department runs into this space problem the first consideration however, is to cut the news which has little reader interest. Good guess, it’s usually the women’s sports.

Women’s sports, mind you, is covered. It is found on the sports page almost every day. But women still seem to have their bras in an uproar as if the coverage has rubbed their breasts the wrong way. You’ve come a long way baby, but you haven’t come far enough to jam sports stories down unwilling readers’ throats.

LOU BRANCCACCIO
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Search for VP continues

A date for the recommendation of a new Vice President for Academic Affairs has still not been set by the search committee.

"We're still in the process of gathering reference material. Until we get it in, we can't set a date for recommendation. And we don't know when we'll be getting the information in," said Harry Skier, dean of the UF Graduate School.

OF THE LIST OF 26 names under consideration, one has been eliminated.

Dr. Dorothy Arata of Michigan State submitted her request for withdrawal.

Utilities, gov't discuss power rates

Power companies, increased prices, and nuclear power plants will be discussed at UF's third annual Public Utilities Research Center (PURC) Conference this Tuesday and Wednesday.

Sponsored by the College of Business Administration, the conference will host more than 100 industry, government and education representatives in the Gainesville Hilton at 2900 SW 13 St.

Center Director Dr. Eugene Brigham said the conference will allow an exchange of issues and ideas between utility company executives and policy-makers in the Public Service Commission.

The conference begins at 9:45 a.m. Tuesday and finishes at noon Wednesday. Entrance fees are $100 for the public and $50 for members of PURC.

Speakers Tuesday will include State Senate President Dempsey Barron, PSC members Paula Hawkins, Bill Bevis and William T. Mayo. College of Business Administration faculty members will present reports on research projects Wednesday morning.

Ad, PR heads speak at seminar

"Advertising and Public Relations Days" will be held for interested students at the J. Wayne Reitz Union.

The first session will be Tuesday, Feb. 4, from 9:05 a.m. to 4 p.m. and the second will be Wednesday, Feb. 5, from 9:05 a.m. to 12:05 p.m.

Guest speakers at the seminar will include Ramon G. Gaulke, vice president and general manager of Marsteller, Inc., an advertising agency in New York, and William F. Nonnan, vice president and general manager of Burson-Marsteller Public Relations Agency.

The program is sponsored by the UF College of Journalism.

AN OFFER YOU CAN'T REFUSE
SUPER LUNCH SPECIAL
10:30 am-3pm
ONLY
$1.25
Any Sandwich (except the Gator tail) A Glass Of Beer Or Soft Drink Potato Chips & Pickle Pitcher of Beer Only $1.00 Over 50 Sandwiches To Choose From

EXECUTIVE COFFEE
ONLY 75¢

Open 'til 4 AM 1515 SW 13th St.

Rutherford's Jewelers
IN THE GAINESVILLE MALL

How much do you know about diamonds?

If you're like most young couples in love, you know very little. That's why you should place your confidence in a trusted name like ArtCarved.

Each ArtCarved diamond is selected by an expert gemologist for its superb cut, clarity and color.

When it meets ArtCarved's demanding standards, it's placed in a setting that enhances its beauty even more.

Come in today to see our eight distinct ArtCarved fashion collections.

ArtCarved